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Abstract. This paper introduces the concept of tactile interaction for novice
elderly users. Cognitive difficulties, motor constraints, visual overloads and lacks
of feedback lead to hardly usable tactile smartphone among elderly users. An
optimized tactile interface was produced, offering continuous and secure gestures,
and introducing “uncolocated gestures”. Comparative tests to a classic tactile
interface show that those gestures solves interaction problems but generates other
difficulties. Uncolocation is a solution of interest but has to be learned and has to
be progressively acquired through activity. A final enhanced profile for Elderly
users was set and solves this situation, enabling uncolocation manipulation for
Back and Up-Down commands and preventing it for Validation command, until
it is totally acquired by the user.

Keywords: Handheld devices for the elderly · Use and design of smart phones
for the elderly · Novice profile · MenuDFA · Tactile interaction

1 Introduction

Elderly users are often novices in smart phones use and they face touchscreen use as a
hard experiment [1]. One may talk of illectronism, a kind of numerical world illiteracy.
In fact, taps, multi-finger taps, repeated taps, slides, swipes, multi-touch gestures and
others abstract interface objects are certainly many sources of confusion [2, 3]. Indeed,
to interact tactilely on a touchscreen is not so easy and it requests good visual-motor
abilities. Due to this, hence elderly user and other novices are left out. Firstly, this paper
analyzes why tactile interaction generates troubles. Secondly an alternative tactile inter‐
action mechanism is described. Then a user comparative user test between a classical
tactile interface and an optimized tactile interface for novice user is described. Finally
results and limitations of the innovative interaction method are discussed and solved.

2 Limitations of Classical Tactile Interface

Standard interaction method pushes novice user (and also expert user) to do numerous
types of errors. Indeed many inadvertent actions are done by novice use. As the “tap”
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gesture required by standard touchscreen devices is short delayed it leads to many missed
validations and missed backward navigation. This is direct consequence of merging
selection and validation phases in a single operation. Through a personal computer
interaction mediated with a mouse, it is not really a problem as user can point out, move
his mouse over an item (pointing phase), and then clicks it (selection phase) or double-
clicks it (selection-validation phase). During web browsing through hyperlinks the
double click is useless as in this case selection-validation phase is achieved through a
single click. But the user can still move is mouse over the item before acting, in order
to obtain some information about the pointed item.

Tactile Device. On the opposite on a tactile device, the user loses this opportunity to
point over the item1. In parallel he is losing as well the choice to have a single or a double
click. Touching the screen is a trigger threshold. Or, on the contrary, novice user is in a
situation of discovering and learning. He needs time to decide and clear information
about available functions. How to be aware about new elements if they are directly
triggered? He needs time to ask for information before execution, and even time during
the command execution. Finally, on a classical tactile interface the user will have prob‐
ably to get that information himself, mainly through errors and missed actions. He has
to go there, in order to know where he goes. This lack of division between information,
selection and validation phases leads to an interaction style that could be named “blind
arbitrarily exploration”.

Moreover, the gesture itself of “doing a tap” on a screen is not so easy to operate for
a novice user. It needs some cognitive, motor and visual accuracy. Novice users start
from real buttons metaphor and apply it to tactile buttons. Real buttons are much easier
to operate as they offer many feedbacks (pressure, abutment). But tactile buttons are
refrained from giving any details and finally mislead user. Indeed, despite of their “real
button” affordance, that should lead to push them, they are not push-able but push-off-
able. Main action is triggered after the tap-off phase, not before. But second level action
(as Edit mode or Contextual menu) is triggered after a long duration tap-on phase. Then
novice users are frequently doing a long press as they will do for a “real button”, but are
faced with a non-expected second level action. Tap nature (on or off) and tap duration
are not the only trap. Lack of information about requisite pressure leads novice user to
press too hard, generating side effect of a wider contact zone, and pointing errors.

Pointing errors have many other causes. Ergonomics real buttons are often curved
and have a concave shape in order to help the finger to fit in and to feel the limits. That
is not the case on a tactile interface where, in addition, items are smaller. To slip even
slightly is not recommended. Moreover on a tactile phone the hand hide a part of the
pointed item, which further accentuates pointing errors. Moreover, tactile virtual buttons
at the bottom of the phone are often invisible and are erroneously activated. Conse‐
quently, standard tactile interface overstretch cognitive, motor and visual user capacities.

User Capacities. If that is not bad enough, user capacities themselves may be altered.
It is often the case with elderly users [3]. Finger shaking, lack of finger sensibility, low

1 Some recent new technologies will offer to detect that the finger is just over the screen, without
touching it. It may be an outcome.
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pointing capacities, or finger electrical conductivity, visual impairment, and audio disa‐
bilities are minor and major disabilities that often goes hand in hand with elderly. Largely
speaking short and localized gestures should be avoided in case of accessibility needs [4].

Situation of Use. Situation of use has also to be taken into account. Indeed even if
novice users are often trying to use their mobile phone with two hands, they are often
glad to do it with a single hand [5] as mobility is related to multitask activities. By
example user will make a call and will walk at the same time, sharing is attention between
the street interactional path and the virtual tactile one [6]. Daily, users will also hold
something in one hand and have to answer a call with the other one. When user is sited,
his mobile phone use is totally different from a standing use [7].

Such contextual use leads generally to one-handed use [8]. In such situation, inter‐
action is achieved through thumb activity and this has consequences on comfort of use
[9] and on performance [10]. Indeed, comfort of use may be severely altered. As an
example dramatic increase of thumb interaction may multiply the occurrence of related
musculo-skeletal disorders [11]. Indeed a pointing interface where interaction items to
be pointed out are spread all over the screen is not really adapted to thumb limitations.

Divided in 12 parts (Fig. 1) the screen shows structural deficiencies for tap activity
through the thumb. Only 5 and 8 zones seem accurately tap-able [12]. But researchers
explored other kinds of gestures: horizontal and vertical swipes. 3, 5, 6, 7, & 8 zones
seem accurately swipe-able [13]. It has to be noted that this is true for novice users as
well as for expert users.

Fig. 1. Partition in 12 zones of the smartphone screen [10]

Classical tactile interface displays tiny items all over the screen, and use short time-
lapse gestures, that are also strongly localized and that finally lead to many execution and
pointing constraints. On the contrary vertical and horizontal swipe may be more easily
executed, through the thumb with one hand, or through other fingers in case of a two-
handed use. Metatla et al. even recommend using a “no direct pointing” interface [14].
It means to be able to act without being dependent from the item and the finger co-
location (uncolocation command). Moreover, such continuous gestures are not gener‐
ating any trouble in case of disability user constraints [3], provided that they are not too
long [15].
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3 An Optimized Tactile Interface for Novice Users

What could be an optimized tactile interface for novice user? First, classical tactile
interface need to be optimized in terms of cognition. Few interface objects are easier to
understand than many. Vertical list component is a good candidate to better under‐
standing as it is quite the only component that can be a substitute to every kind of
interface objects.

It needs also to be optimized in terms of available basic commands. Information
phase need to be available and usable before command execution. If Selection and Vali‐
dation phases are dissociated one from each other, hence, after Selection phase achieve‐
ment, user has the choice to choose between Information or Validation phase.

Such an optimized interface needs as well to be optimized in terms of gesture execu‐
tion through continuous gestures (as drag and swipes gestures), through uncolocated
items manipulations or at least few pointing constraints, and with sufficient time delays.

Taking into account all those arguments leads to define a tactile interface that is
managed only through cascading lists components, with a user-controlled focus, and a
secure tactile manipulation made of long presses and swipes. Such a tactile interface
optimized for novice elderly users (N interface) was designed based on the MenuDfA
component [16]. It applies to user interfaces whose functions (e.g. list items, menu
options, settings) can be organized in a hierarchical way (e.g. top levels lists and sub
lists). As there is no “average” user it offers several interaction profiles optimized to
each kind of user. Beyond the “Design for All” principle, MenuDfA technique provides
a mean for adjusting finely each interaction profile, and more specifically gestures that
can be executed through continuous focus handling or in a discrete manner (shortcut
gesture, as a rapid swipe). It organizes the various items of the intended application in
the form of a set of hierarchical lists where the items of each list are displayed vertically.
It provides a sequential access to the interface elements, as well as a direct access. In
both cases selection and validation may be set to two separated operations. Interaction
mode can be set to pointless or pointed at, and in this case, uncolocated or colocated
actions can be chosen. Thus it covers a large diversity of user needs and situations.

A selection focus enables user to navigate the entire application just by moving the
focus in the four directions. Vertical displacements are used for moving through the
items of the current list, and horizontal displacements for moving through the hierarchy
of lists. A slide towards Up moves the focus up, to the previous item; a slide towards
Down moves the focus down to the next item; a slide towards Right validates the current
item and goes down into list hierarchy; and a slide toward Left goes back and up in the
hierarchy. In such a context, absolute positioning isn’t mandatory. Indeed, all the
gestures make use of relative positioning. It means that they can begin anywhere on the
screen, the finger and the focus has no colocation constraint.

A dedicated profile to novice users was set. It is called hereafter “N interface”. Tactile
interaction in the N interface was designed to answer to novice constraints. They need
time to ask for information and to be secured thus selection time was separated from
validation time. This is achieved through a replacement of tap-shot by continuous focus
manipulation. They need time then standard tap was replaced by a long tap delay
(800 ms). They need support to pointing inaccuracy then large items were designed and
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inaccuracy pointing square was added. They need access to any screen zone through the
thumb, then uncolocation of the finger and the aimed item was allowed. Available navi‐
gation commands of the N interface are the following: the user has to first move the
focus to the aimed item, with a continuous vertical gesture (Up or Down) or a Short
Press in case of direct pointing (less than 800 ms). But no validation occurs at this time.
Only a vocalization of the current focused item is displayed to the user. The Up or Down
gestures may be colocated (Fig. 2) or uncolocated (Fig. 3).

//  

Fig. 2. Colocated continuous up-down focus manipulation (selection) and colocated right gesture
(validation)

//  

Fig. 3. Uncolocated continuous up-down focus manipulation (selection) and uncolocated Right
gesture (validation)

When the short press is executed on a previously selected item, then it repeats vocal‐
ization of the focused item. It enables user to ask for information as many as he likes.
Then he can validate the focused item with his choice of a continuous colocated (Fig. 2)
or uncolocated (Fig. 3) gesture to the right. This validation can also be done with a
colocated-only long press (Fig. 4).
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//

Fig. 4. Colocated Press (less than 800 ms) for selection and Hold (more than 800 ms) for
validation

The back command is a continuous gesture to the left similar to the right one. It can
be either colocated to the focused item or uncolocated. We will see that even if Left and
Right gestures are similar, their inherent commands attribution (respectively Back and
Validation commands) has a great impact on understanding and manipulation. Note that
there is no need of a Back button, and consequently such Back button wasn’t displayed
at all on the N interface.

4 Comparative User Test

In order to perform a meaningful comparison of the tactile interaction modes, an equiv‐
alent classical tactile interface was also designed (C interface). On the C interface only
the Short Press (Tap) is available to achieve validation, and back action (on the back
button) in a unique selection/validation phase. It needs precise pointing and fine motor
abilities and has a high potential for unintended mistakes. Back action is available on
the screen with a back button on the top left part of the screen. C and N interfaces are
designed with the same functionalities enabling making a phone call from number
dialing, or from contact selection, or from past phone call list. Contact list is available
and contacts are editable.

The only visual differences between those two interfaces (Fig. 5) is the existence in
the N interface of a focus element (a rectangle), of some visual feedbacks associated to
continuous manipulation, and the lack of any back button. This novice optimized tactile
interface (N) was compared to classical tactile interface (C). Experimental plan was the
following: S10<I2*T5>. N and C interfaces (I factor) were both used one after another
by 10 elderly touchscreen expert users and 10 elderly touchscreen novice users (S). Users
were from 70 years old (expert average; σ = 6,70) to 74 years old (novice average;
σ = 7,63). Novice users had never touched any touchscreen devices. Expert users were
used to use a tactile mobile phone. 5 tasks (T) had to be made on each interface. First
they had to find a recent call in the call history list. Second they had to find a radio station
in the radio list hide in the sub-level of the Menu item. Third they had to dial a number
and to call someone. Fourth they had to find a specific contact in the call history list and
to add it to the contact list, but they had to do it in a one-handed situation. Fifth, they
had to modify a contact in the contact list.
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Fig. 5. N and C interfaces comparison

N and C interfaces order was counterbalanced. And before each of them some
explanations about the tactile interaction mode was given to user. For the N interface
the explanation was: «you have to move the focus in order to select the item you want.
Then validate it doing a gesture to the right side». If the user had some difficulties to
execute this pre-test, then it was added: «you can also do a long press to validate». For
the C interface the explanation was: «you have to tap on the screen in order to validate
the item you want». Time, task achievement, and errors were recorded on log files, and
on videotapes. In the N condition 9 types of errors were coded. Type 1 is when the user
wants to validate an item X, but forget to manipulate the focus that is still on item Y,
and thus validates Y instead of X. Type 2 is when the user wants to validate an item X,
points at it, but due to pointing inaccuracy during press, validates another close item.
Type 3 is when the user tries to validate the selected item by a Right gesture, but switches
to another one because its gesture starts too slowly and with inaccuracy. Actually its
gesture has generated a Press & Hold on another item, leading to a missed validation.
Type 4 is when the user tries a Tap in order to validate the current focused item. Type
5 is when the user operates a Tap or another gesture on the title zone of the screen that
has no linked command. The user probably seeks for the Back button of the C interface.
Type 7 is when the user wants to validate with a Right gesture and makes a Left one.
Conversely for Type 8, the user wants to do a back with a Left gesture and makes a Right
one. Type 9 is when the user wants to glide the focus over items but due to a too slow
execution the item underneath finger is unfortunately selected.

In the C condition 10 types of errors were coded. Type 1 is about pointing inac‐
curacy: another item than the one aimed to is validated during a Tap. Type 2 is a
missed vertical manipulation (up-in-the list with drag Down gesture) of the list that
generates an unexpected validation. Type 3 is the same for down-in-the list (drag Up
gesture). Type 4 is when the user does a wrong validation of an item during an
attempt to go back with the back button softkey. Type 5 is the same in case of the use
of the back button in the Title zone. Type 6 error is when the user tries to do a vali‐
dation with a Right gesture that is totally inoperative in this C condition (persistence
of the N interface procedure for part of the users that start with N condition). Type 7
is similar to the previous one, but for the Left gesture. Type 8 is when the user tries
to navigate vertically in the list but is stopped by the list end or top abutment. Type 9
is when user tries to do a Tap on the title (inoperative). Type 10 is when the user tries
to activate another non-actable item. Those errors where merged in more generic
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categories in order to be compared. Pointing inaccuracies (N types 2, 3 and C types
1,2,3,4,5), focus adjustment difficulties (N types 9 and C types 2,3,8), interaction
methods confusion (N types 4 and C types 6,7), non-actable items (N types 5,6 and C
types 9, 10), specific N condition errors, types 7,8 about laterality confusion and type
1 missed validations due to uncolocation.

4.1 Results

A Wilcoxon signed ranks test shows that in N condition novice errors were as numbered
as in C condition (novice N errors M = 1.75, SD = 2.37 and C errors M = 1.78,
SD = 2.34) whatever was the task (Fig. 6). That was not expected as uncolocation and
Selection-Validation dissociation were here to solve gesture inaccuracies and unin‐
tended mistakes in the N condition.

Fig. 6. Means (all) errors comparison between N and C condition for novice and expert users

And even expert users are doing more errors in N condition. That was expected as
some gestures (up and down) are reversed compared to C condition but we can see in
the details results that it’s mainly due to other causes. Detailed results show that new
kinds of error appear in N condition, and are mainly due to uncolocated actions, for
novice and expert users. One main observation of this study is that uncolocated actions
are very difficult to understand for both novice and expert user. Both are constantly stuck
to direct pointing. This behavior was awaited for expert user of standard tactile pointing
interface, as they are used to directly point at items, but it wasn’t for novice users. But
at the beginning of the task the “focus” element existence is not so obvious for them.
They manipulate it clearly with vertical slides , but in a located manner. They put
precisely their finger on the focus and start to drag it to another item. They start to acquire
that sliding vertically the focus may be done in an uncolocated way only when they are
facing long lists and have to scroll them. At this point they understand slightly that they
can move the focus without being stuck to it. But this possibility is not easily extended
to validation phase. And many missed validations occur because the user was rapidly
doing a right slide gesture directly on an item (that was not already focused). Doing so,
they were validating another item without realizing that it was not the focused one. The
Right gesture without colocation constraint  is a trap for novice and expert users
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until they have not acquired that the focus can be used in an uncolocated manner. On
the contrary the Left uncolocated gesture  doesn’t generate error at all, as it is never
dependent to location. Indeed it just goes back to the previous level. Starting from the
focused item or not doesn’t change anything in that case.

Details results show also that those errors due to Right gesture hide the effect of other
interesting points of the N interface. If one centered on other expected errors than errors
due to uncolocated Right gesture (uRg), then the N condition fulfills his goal. Indeed
Mann-Whitney test shows, that expected errors (as gesture inaccuracies and located
missed validation and pointing located errors) are significantly in a smaller amount
(z = 2.42, p < .01) for novice in N condition (errors without uRg errors M = 0.31,
SD = 0.77) than for novice in C condition (errors without uRg errors M = 1.78,
SD = 2.34). In brief that is to say these usual errors due to short press gestures combining
validation and selection (classical Tap) are mainly done on C prototype but not on N
prototype, as expected (Fig. 7).

Fig. 7. Mean of expected errors (without uRg errors) in N condition vs C condition for novice
and expert users

N condition with its “Selection & Validation” dissociation and its numerous facili‐
tations has served its purpose to substantially reduce expected usual errors. Moreover,
on a descriptive point of view, even expert users are doing fewer errors in N condition
than in C condition (even if there is no significant difference in their case).

One of the task asked users to operate one-handed with the thumb. Similarly,
centered on expected errors without uncolocation errors, results show that in N condi‐
tion, novice users (M = 0.5, SD = 0.93) are doing quite as much errors as expert users
(0), namely almost peanuts. In thumb interaction mode, N condition made the glass
ceiling disappear between novice and expert users. It is not the case in the C condition
where novice users (M = 3.75, SD = 3.54) are doing significantly more errors (z = 2.383,
p < .02) than expert users (M = 0.625, SD = 1.06). Usual pointing interface (C) is still
a trap for novice users, and also for expert users in on-handed situation. On the contrary
N condition is well suited both for novice and expert users in a one-handed situation.
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4.2 Novice Profile Adjustment

Accordingly to this study the novice profile was easily enhanced. Uncolocation errors
on validation command (uRg) were quickly annihilated, switching colocation factor on
“off” for the Right gesture. Square incertitude (4 mm) and zoom level were augmented
a few in order to reduce even more imprecision errors. Medium tap delay was reduced
from 800 ms to 500 ms (some users declare 800 ms was a little bit too long) in order to
increase a little bit efficiency. Those user tests lead us also to improve displays specifi‐
cations (size, contrast, and legible “Accessible DfA” font2), audios and tactile feedbacks
type and timings.

5 Discussion

Uncolocation is very useful for novice and expert users, mostly in one-handed situation
but this focus uncolocation concept needs to be understood in use. N condition experi‐
ment was only half an hour and this was a short delay to learn both for novice and expert
users. Nevertheless Metatla proposal to use uncolocated navigation has to be carefully
implemented. Uncolocation can be used in order to limit pointing errors and to facilitate
back command. Indeed Left gesture enables to do a Back without asking for a lot of
precision and generates very few manipulation errors. Up and Down command enabling
to navigate inside the current list is also enhanced by uncolocation as user needs less
precision. Of course, all this needs adequate continuous manipulations and clear feed‐
backs, feedforwards and affordances.

However, uncolocation for the validation command is a trap for novice and expert
user that have not totally acquired this practice. Nevertheless both of them start to acquire
it as they were easily doing uncolocated Left gesture and uncolocated Up-Down
gestures. As a matter of fact, operative learning transfer was ongoing during this half an
hour use of N interface. It starts clearly from the Up-Down navigation inside the current
list, at the limits of the screen, when users were trying to reach the next item outside the
screen. It was confirmed when users were more and more operating a less controlled
Left gesture for going back, thereby freeing their own pointing constraints. The chances
are better than not that the next operative learning transfer will be for the validation
command. But it has to be brought progressively following a personalized learning
curve, perhaps after some hours of use, or some days. Waiting that moment, a solution
has to be set for validation command. And this solution must be compatible with a future
availability of an uncolocated right gesture that is clearly well suited for thumb usage.
This solution is to first reduce validation only to a long Press, and to keep other unco‐
located gestures (Up-Down and Left). After some time of use, the adaptative interface
will be able to offer to user to add this Right uncolocated gesture. Of course, some user
ecological user tests have to be done in order to confirm this assertion.

2 Available at https://github.com/Orange-OpenSource/font-accessible-dfa.
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6 Conclusion

Through this experimental study, innovative touchscreen interaction optimized to
novice users was defined, tested and adjusted. Right validation gesture, as source of
many errors wasn’t kept in the final profile. The separation of selection from validation
phase was confirmed as appropriate. Long press of 800 ms delay was validated for secure
navigation but will gain in efficiency to be a bit shorter. Left for back command was
validated. Dragging focus Up and Down was also appropriate for novice users. Simple
Tap for getting information about the current focused item was estimated as really useful.

Enhancement of the novice profile was easily done after the test thanks to the general
great flexibility offered by the MenuDfA component. Other profiles are currently
underway (low vision, blind, illiteracy, motor, cognitive) and should be useful for
answering diversity usually found in elderly population.
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